Imagine sitting on your backyard patio and gazing out at this beautiful garden. Designed for virtually no- to low-maintenance, you can relax knowing that it will pretty much take care of itself. It’s full of long-season color and texture and the varying heights give a nice sense of enclosure to your patio.

All of the plants in this design grow in full to partial sun. They are adaptable to a wide range of soil types (with good drainage) and moderate to dry watering conditions.

**SIMPLE PLANT LIST:**

A. Purple winter savory (3)
B. UNDAUNTED® ruby muhly (6)
C. CORONADO® red hyssop (6)
D. Blonde Ambition blue grama grass (3)
E. Fernbush (3)
F. Golden storksbill (3)
G. LITTLE TRUDY® catmint (9)
H. Cape-forget-me-not (3)
I. Alan’s Apricot ice plant (3)
J. RED MOUNTAIN® Flame ice plant (2)